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From social media to digital business to smartphones, the 21st century has brought with it a raft  
of innovations that are transforming modern lives, including the ways we live, work and learn.

Yet many Australian secondary schools are slow to reflect the new reality.

This white paper argues that more educational leaders should be transitioning their schools to 
digital learning. Why? So they can better meet the current and future expectations of students, 
parents, universities and employers by ensuring the development of must-have 21st century skills.

At every level, technology is driving a systemic shift in the way society operates. And while the 
opportunities of the technological revolution are vast, the new era also presents the very real risk 
that some students will be left behind.

Thirty-two per cent of Australian schools are already using digital only in delivering curriculum and 
interacting with their students1. Yet many students – those who are still learning with 20th century 
resources and being taught using traditional, print-based methods – are leaving school unprepared 
for careers and workplaces that are being transformed by the digital revolution.

By embracing digital pedagogies, schools can achieve their vision for 21st century learning and ensure 
their students are prepared for future success – because while print-based resources have served 
teachers and students well in previous eras, they no longer meet the needs of contemporary students. 

Making the transition to digital, schools can give their students the skills they need for the careers and 
professional pathways that await them beyond the school gates.

Introduction

“Students who are still 

learning with 20th century 

resources and being taught 

using traditional, print-based 

methods are leaving school 

unprepared for careers and 

workplaces that are being 

transformed by the digital 

revolution.”
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In 2009, author and social commentator Don Tapscott noted that the ‘Net Generation’ would transform 
the workplace, marketplace and education2. Fast-forward eight years and the close relationship 
between technology and the Net Generation has indeed been responsible for fundamental changes  
to all aspects of our society. This trend will only continue, as the Net Generation’s successors, Gen Z 
and Gen Alpha, are even more immersed in technology than they were. 

Today, all Australian school students are digital natives, a term widely used by marketers in 2017 
but first coined by an education consultant, Marc Prensky in 20013. Using tablets, smartphones and 
laptops is as natural to them as breathing and they have been doing it since they were toddlers. 
They are always online and constantly connected.

By the time they reach secondary school, technology is fully embedded into the life of all students. 
However, the secondary school sector has been slower to fully adapt and classroom experiences 
vary widely, according to where a school is at on the digital transformation journey.

The digital shift

By 2025, Generation Z 

will make up 31% of the 

Australian workforce6

Today’s teenagers already 

spend more than 6 hours 

a day using screen media 

(excluding school and 

homework)5

At least 76% of 

Gen Zs have their 

own smartphone4

76%6 hrs

31%
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The new world of work and study

Students are not the only ones to have gone digital. Universities have embraced the online world for 
everything from registration processes to digital libraries. They expect undergraduates to use digitised 
academic sources and possess a range of soft skills, regardless of the subject they are studying7. 

In the workplace, the Foundation for Young Australians reports that ‘graduates are finding it harder 
to find employment and employers are reporting mismatches in the skills young people are learning 
and those industry requires’, resulting in youth unemployment rates of up to 30%8. The same report 
maintains that 50% of jobs will soon require significant digital and enterprising skills yet today, 
many students are leaving secondary school without having developed these skills9. Meanwhile, 
computers and robots are replacing the need for humans to remember facts, do calculations or 
carry out repetitive tasks.10

What 21st century workers need are 21st century skills: digital literacy, critical thinking, innovation, 
team-building, flexibility, problem-solving and collaboration11. Indeed, the Foundation’s analysis 
of 4.2 million job advertisements showed employer demand for digital skills, critical thinking and 
creativity rose by as much as 212% between 2012 and 2015.12

“There is increasing recognition of the 

importance of skills and attributes 

such as collaborating and working in 

teams, communicating, researching, 

creating and innovating, and 

thinking critically. These capabilities 

are sometimes referred to as 21st 

century skills because of their 

increased relevance and importance 

to life and work in the 21st century.”

Geoff Masters, Chief Executive of  

the Australian Council for Educational  

Research (ACER)13
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The Australian educational landscape

Around the developed world, secondary school classrooms are being transformed by technology14 
and here’s the good news: when it comes to access, Australia leads other OECD countries. All our 
15-year-olds have individual access to a computer at school15. Two thirds of our educators combine 
print and digital resources in the classroom16 and as the NBN rolls out, this percentage will increase, 
particularly in rural and remote regions17. In fact, six out of ten Australian secondary school teachers 
expect to have a 100% digital learning environment by 2020.18 

In 2017, however, the digital classroom experience is uneven and Australian schools continue to lag 
in some areas. Just three out of 10 Australian secondary schools are using digital-only resources19 
and significantly, the majority of schools and teachers are not utilising or incorporating digital resources 
to their fullest extent pedagogically – meaning huge numbers of Australian students are missing  
out on the engagement, feedback and collaborative learning benefits enabled by digital education.

Using a pdf to deliver content in lieu of a textbook hardly gives students the opportunity to 
develop essential skills in digital literacy that can be translated to a work or tertiary context. Yet 
most teachers are still relying on print (or print-style) resources to deliver the curriculum. Such an 
approach will not ensure every young Australian leaves school with the digital literacy and skill set 
they need now, let alone in the automated, globalised and collaborative future that awaits them.20 
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School leaders everywhere are facing the challenge of reinventing education so that it aligns with 
the learning and future career needs of 21st century students. 

A contemporary, relevant education should position students for success in ever-shifting social and 
employment contexts. Educators know that equipping their students for dynamic professional and 
personal lives involves developing skills that are newly valued by technology-rich global economies. 

A digital learning environment nurtures these skills and prepares secondary school students 
for a post-school reality where digital is the norm. 

As authors and educators Bernie Trilling and Charles Fadel explain21, today’s students need a digital 
education to become the ‘info-savvy, media-fluent and tech-tuned’ professionals of tomorrow. 

There are several global precedents. Finland’s government has championed technology in all schools 
in the belief that pedagogical change is needed to match the new needs of work and society22. 
Singapore’s Future Schools project is using 11 schools to test the impact of integrated educational 
technologies such as multimedia mobile technology before rolling them out to all schools23. In the 
USA, digital learning is everywhere - ‘virtually all middle and high school students have access to 
mobile devices and are using them for schoolwork.’ 24

Meeting 21st century  
needs with digital learning
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The case for going digital

From case studies and academic research, the evidence is compelling: embracing digital learning 
delivers many proven benefits to students, teachers and schools, not least of which is effectively 
preparing students for careers in digital economies. 

Digital learning benefits

For students:

• Development of first-tier 21st century skills, from collaboration to problem solving,  
as well as significantly improving digital literacy.25 

• Improved accessibility and equity by providing all types of students with access to the 
same learning and opportunities, including those with disabilities or living in remote areas26. 
Australian Christian College, for example, delivers on-campus and distance education to  
1,400 students using online educational resources.27 

• Benefits for at-risk students by increasing engagement for the 40% of school students  
who are unproductive and disrupt other students.28

• A lifetime learning pathway by blurring the line between the classroom and outside for 
students facing a future where portfolio careers, upskilling and continuous learning will  
be the norm.29

For teachers:

• Richer learning and teaching experiences by providing higher quality learning content 
across all subject areas and enabling students and teachers to create online forums for 
sharing ideas, opinions and questions with local and overseas participants.30 

• Better student engagement by replacing traditional pedagogical methods with visual,  
multi-modal learning that uses videos, interactivity, simulations and gamification, all 
integrated at the point of learning.31

• More effective, targeted teaching by supporting real time feedback in assignments and 
assessments, tracking individual student progress and tailoring learning delivery to student 
needs and abilities.32
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For schools:

• Potential to improve academic results. Sydney’s Barker College, for example, has 
experienced year-on-year NAPLAN improvements since introducing digital learning33.  
Some larger studies have shown that schools where digital tools are normalised across  
every facet of school life perform above their socio-economic standing.34

• Greater school marketability in a world where parents and students understand the 
importance of developing wide-ranging digital skills and include it in their school selection criteria.

• Cost benefits for schools and parents, who save on buying expensive printed books that  
are often left at home, lost or defaced.

For everyone:

• Learning is more visible: immersive digital learning enables students, teachers, parents  
and schools to ‘see’ how students are performing – in detail, and at a glance. Such data makes  
a big difference to student progress and the ability of teachers to tailor learning to the needs 
of individual students. 
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The challenge facing schools

Despite the evidence that a digital learning environment can help students develop the digitally-
driven skills and capabilities that universities and employers demand, not all schools are ready or 
able to change their teaching and learning environment. This begs the question:

Why are some secondary schools finding it challenging to deliver 21st century, digital learning in 
an era where technology is ubiquitous and every sector from taxis to hotels is being disrupted by 
the digital revolution?

Part of the answer can be attributed to infrastructure, with teachers citing provision and maintenance 
of the necessary technology infrastructure as the most important factor in transitioning schools 
successfully to digital.35

Training is also essential for teachers to utilise digital resources effectively – recent research reveals 
that 73% of teachers see comprehensive upfront training and support as a vital feature of digital 
teaching and learning.36

It is the school level constraints that represent the strongest barrier to a successful digital 
transition.

Students are benefiting from a richer 
learning experience — the use of digital 

technologies makes for greater engagement 

and provides continuous and immediate 

access to the resources they need, without 

the bulk and weight of textbooks. 

Barker College, Sydney

For teachers, digital learning resources 

provide opportunities for differentiation 
that weren’t available with print 

textbooks, which makes teaching a lot 

easier and ensures that students get  

the support that they need. 

The Gap State High School, Brisbane
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Why print?

Of course, not everyone readily embraces change, and teaching in a digital school is different 
pedagogically and culturally from teaching at a ‘traditional’ or 20th century, print-based school37. 
Human nature is also at play. According to a comprehensive national study of Australian secondary 
teachers conducted by ORC International in 2017, 38 there are four main reasons for sticking with print:

1. Lack of technology control: Teachers are concerned about what happens if students  
fail to look after their digital device or the technology fails, and about having limited control 
over how the device is used.

2. Uncertainty about upskilling: They know that increased use of digital learning resources 
means they will have to upskill and they either don’t know how to do it or are concerned 
about their ability to do it successfully.

3. Aversion to digital learning: They are not convinced that digital resources are a benefit in 
the classroom, believing they are distracting for students and lead to lower-quality teaching.

4. There is no school support: Their school has a blanket policy of no technology in the 
classroom that they feel powerless to challenge.

Coincidentally, the top two reasons for remaining with print are the inverse of drivers of digital 
transition—meaning that schools must provide teachers with the necessary infrastructure  
and training and support if they want to fully embrace digital learning.

Counting the cost

Concerns about taking digital learning to the 
next level with school-wide digitisation are 
around how well it is funded, implemented 
and supported.39

Yet the cost of undertaking a digital 
transformation is often less than imagined, 
and is frequently offset by savings in areas 
such as photocopying, paper supplies and/
or bookroom resourcing.

Many schools find that transitioning to 
digital teaching and learning can fit within 
existing budgets as a result of redirecting 
the funds of items that are obsolete.
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Despite some obvious challenges, the pressure from secondary school stakeholders to go digital  
is only increasing. The question then, is not whether to go fully digital, but when and how.

The gap between the skills students need and those they are learning will never be closed if  
some schools maintain the status quo and others tinker around the edges with single-subject or 
single-classroom digital solutions. What will work is if all secondary school leaders take a holistic 
approach to digital learning – and start doing it now. 

Aiming for transformation, not replacement

While early efforts to incorporate digital learning into secondary education involved simply replacing 
a hardcopy textbook with a pdf, today’s digital learning goals should capitalise on the incredible 
possibilities digital learning offers. 

The widely regarded SAMR Model, developed by Dr Ruben Puentedura, helps teachers move from 
using digital resources as a simple substitute for print to redefining classroom learning by using 
technology to do what was not previously possible. In this way, the SAMR Model helps teachers 
transform their classrooms, taking advantage of digital to underpin the development of their 
students’ 21st century skills. 

The Victorian Education Department’s breakdown40 of the Model highlights the value in taking full 
advantage of the incredible and transformative power of digital learning:

Graphic adapted from Victorian Department of Education and Training website content: 
http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/support/Pages/elearningcurriculum.aspx

SUBSTITUTION

Technology is used 
as a direct substitute 
for what you might 
do already, with no 
functional change.

MODIFICATION

Technology allows 
you to significantly 
redesign the task.

AUGMENTATION

Technology is a  
direct substitute, but 
there is functional 
improvement over 
what you did without 
the technology.

REDEFINITION

Technology allows 
you to do what was 
previously not possible.

Going digital
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10 priorities

The learning from schools that have successfully transitioned to digital is that it’s important for 
school leaders to focus on ten priorities.

1. Be strategic: Have a clear vision and goals, defined milestones, and a detailed pathway 
that addresses everything from funding and partnerships to hardware and software needs.

2. Demonstrate leadership: Openly support digital teaching and learning and foster a 
culture that encourages risk-taking and empowers teachers.

3.	 Be	clear	about	the	benefits:	Identify the specific benefits for your school and 
communicate them to all stakeholders.

4. Be consultative and collaborative: Make sure communication is two-way and be 
prepared to revise the plan in response to feedback.

5. Build a network of champions: Successful change management relies on having digital 
supporters throughout the school, so identify suitable people and equip them with 
information and tools.

6. Communicate widely: Keep all stakeholders informed and up to date through regular 
communications, forums and online resources.

7. Aim for measurable results: Define what success means to your school, set quantified 
goals and introduce tools that will help you to collect robust data.

8. Manage risk: Ensure your school’s technology platform is stable and reliable and that 
there are temporary backup options if necessary, such as offline access or printed books.

9. Invest in training: To take full advantage of the opportunities to transform teaching and 
learning, provide teacher training as early as possible.

10. Take your time: Complete digital transformation and acceptance can take years, so be 
patient and enjoy incremental improvements along the way.
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Talk to us about how we can 

help your school successfully 

transition to digital: 

jacsales@wiley.com  

03 9274 3285

For more information visit 

www.jacaranda.com.au
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seek new ways to innovate. Today, we are the only publisher to adopt a ‘learning made visible’ 

framework and provide an immersive digital learning platform for Years 7-10, learnON. 

The road to digital learning has  
been well trod by almost one third 
of Australian secondary schools.  
Is your school ready to catch up?


